
Morrtary policy was furtber tightened during

2007 to check the rising inflationary pressures.

The policy interest rates of the Central Bank

were raised by 50 basis points wbile open market

operations were conducted aggressively to maintain

market liquidity in a balanced position.

Responding to the tight monetary policy, mqrket

interest rates got adjusted upwardl The continued

tight monetary policy measures were instrumental

in achieving quarteily reserve money targets

during tbe frst tbree quarters. Howeuer, the growth

in broad money remained aboue the desired rate.

This was largely due to the increase in credit to tbe

government and public corltorations, despite some

deceleration in growth in credit to the private sector.

Even though tight monetary policy will help contain

the inflationary !)ressures arisingfrom excessiue

demand, administered price adjustments and

increase in international commodity prices of some

essential imported items will exert a one-time price

increase causing the near-term higb headline

inflation.
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Monetary Policy

o The Central Bank announced Roqd Map for
Monetory and Finoncial Sector Policies Jor 2007

and beyond at the beginning ofJanu ary 2OO7 ,

This highlighted Central Banks monetary policy

str^tegy and policies for financial system stability

in2007 and beyond and also policies for

strengthening the macro economy.

o The Central Bank further tightened its

monetary policy stance in2007 to reduce high

monetary expansion and thereby reduce

demand driven infation. Accordingly, relatively

tight monerary targers were announced in the

Road Mop and several monetary policy measures

were taken during the 6rst nine months of the

year, enabling the Central Bank to achieve these

targets. The policy interest rates of the Central

Bank, which were raised by 300 basis points

during the period 2004-2006,were further raised

by 50 basis points in February 2007. Also, the

Central Bank continued to conduct aggressive

Open Market Operations (OMO) on an

overnight and permanent basis to maintain

market liquidity broadly in a balanced position.

These steps were complemented by limiting the

provision of reverse repurchase facility to
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commercial banks. However, the restrictions on

reverse repurchas e facility were relaxed to some

exrent since late Augu st 2007 in order to ease the

pressure on market interest rates. Moral suasion

was also used to discourage undue credit

expansion, particularly to the private sector. These

policy measures helped contain high monetery

expansion.

Infation declined by mid 2007 due to the

containment of demand pressures in the

economy through tight monetary policy

measures. However, the high infation resurfaced

thereafter. Infation, which reached its 10 year

peak level of 20.5 per cent on a point-to-point

basis inJanuary 2007, decelerated thereafter

reaching 13.0 per cent by endJune 2007, es

expected. However, with the upward adjustments

in administered prices such as kerosene and diesel

and increases in prices of wheat flour, infation in

July increased again to 17.6 per cent and hovered

around that level in August and September. Based

on these developments, the end year infl,ation is

expected to be above the originally expected level.

However, removal of subsidies is expected to

lower future inflation as it would facilitate the

government to reduce the budget deficit and

thereby, the reliance on infationary financing of

the de6cit.

o Considering the importance of streamlining the

monetary policy decision making process and

improving the efficiency of the financial system

to ensure the effectiveness of the monetary

policy transmission, the Central Bank adopted

several measures during 2OO7.The Central Bank

continued its efforts to improve awareness of the

gener aL public and market participants through

continued dissemination of information on the
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RECENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS: HIGHLIGHTS OF 2007 AND PROSPECTS FOR 2008

monetary policy framework, monetary

programme, monetary policy decisions and

monetary policy operations. As such, announcing

the Road Mop, releasing regular and occasional

press releases and communiques and conduccing

island-wide seminars have strengthened the

communication strategy, thereby en suring gr eeter

transparency of Central Bank policies. Also, a

Monetary Policy Consultative Com mittee, which

comprises of various stakeholders including

representatives of the private sector and

academicians was established to improve the

monetary policy decision making process.

Money, Gredit and Interest Rates

Reserve Money

o Reserve money, the operating target of

monetary policy, was maintained within its

targeted path with a comfortable margin during

the first nine months of 20O7. Considering the

higher than desired expansion in monetary

eggregates during 2006, a more restrictive growth

path was set out for reserve money in 2007

enabling to neutralise the effects of its high

growth in 2006. Despite the more stringent

growth path, the Central Bank was able to achieve

the first three quarter targets through its

Chartl.2
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continued tight monetary policy stance.

o The growth in Reserve money was largely due

to the expansion in Net Foreign Assets (NFA),

while Net Domestic Assets (NDA) of the

Central Bank increased marginally. During this

period, a steady growth was observed in NFA,

which resulted from the purchases of foreign

currency proceeds received by the government by

way of Treasury bond issues to non residents,

issue of Sri Lanka Development Bonds (SLDBs)

in the domestic market and raising a syndicated

foreign loan through a state bank. NDA of the

Central Bank increased during the period

particularly due to the provisional advances

extended to the government by the Central Bank.

However, the expansionary impact of the increase

in foreign and domestic assets on reserve money

was partly offset by the increase in other liabilities

of the Central Bank due to valuation changes

following the depreciation of the rupee against

major currencies.

Narrow Money

. The narrow money supply (Mr), which consists

of currency and demand deposits held by the

public, recorded a moderate growth of around

10 per cent by August, declining from a higher

growth in the range of 11 - L4 per cent

Chart 7.3
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recorded in the previous months of the yeaL

The deceleration in growth may be attributed to

the public shifting their funds from currency and

demand deposits to interest bearing 6xed and

term deposits in the rising interest rate

environment. The deceleration of the growth in

M, also reflects the containment of demand

driven infadon in the future as the growth in M,

is an early indicator of infation.

Broad Money

The point-to-point growth in the broad money

supply (Mrr) was in the range of L5 - 22 per

cent during the frrst eight months of 2O07,

compared with the 16 - 2L per cent recorded in

the corresponding period in2OO6. A higher

expansion in NDA of the banking system,

resulting from the strong growth in domestic

credit by comm erciaI banks led to the overall

expansion in broad money during this period.

o Despite the increase in NFA of the Central

Bank, NFA of commercial banks declined

during the first eight months of 2007.

NFA of commercial banks declined largely due to

the outflow of foreign currency on seftlement of
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oil import bills, obtaining a syndicated foreign

currency loan from abroad by a state bank and

investments in SLDBs issued by the government

during the period. However, the overall NFA of

the banking system improved due to the

improvement in NFA of the Central Bank.

A higher than desired expansion in NDA of the

banking system arose mainly from increases in

credit to the private sector, net credit to the

government (NCG), and credit to public

corporations. Growth in credit to the private

sector was in a higher range of 25 - 26 per cent in

most months during the period. However, it

recorded a marginal deceleration by August

responding to the dght monetary policy measures.

During the period, NCG increased by Rs.27 .3

billion while credit to public corporations

increased by Rs. 13.3 billion.

. The expansion in NCG during the first eight

months of the year was a net result of the

increase in NCG from the Central Bank by

Rs.14.5 billion and Rs, L2.8 billion by the

commercial banks. NCG from the Central Bank

increased mainly due to the increase in provisional

advances by around Rs. 13 billion and the increase

Chan 7.5
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in holdings of Treasury bills by Rs. 1.2 billion.

NCG extended by the commercial banks

increased due to an increase in the government

overdraft, OBU loans, holdings of SLDBs by

commercial banks, and credit exrended by a srare

bank through a syndicated loan which was on lenr

to the government.

o Credit to public corporations increased by

Rs. 13.3 billion during the first eight months,

The credit utilisation by the Ceylon Petroleum

Corporation (CPC) accounted for around 68 per

cent of the overall public corporarions credit. The

Ceylon Electricity Board (CEB) has absorbed the

second largest share of credit within this sector,

even though a gradual decline has been noted in

credit extended to the CEB where the credit has

been contained at below end20051evels.

However, its liabilities to the CPC and private

power producers remain substantially high.

o The strong growth momentum as well as

relatively low interest rates that prevailed

during the first few months resulted in the

continued high growth in credit to the private

sector during the first eight months. Credit

extended to the private secror recorded a growth

Chart 7.6
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in the renge of 25-26 per cent on a point-to-point

basis. Howeveq, the growth indicated some

deceleration by end August. Of the overall credit

grented, the highest share, of around 29 per cent,

was extended for commercial purposes followed

by consumpdon (2L per cent) and housing

(16 per cent) purposes.

Flnancial Survey

o The growth in the broad money supply, as

measured by the financial survey (MJ, which

covers Licensed Specialised Banks and

Registered Finance Companies in addition to

the Licensed Commercial Banks, increased in

the range of L5-L9 per cent during the first

seven months of 2007. This was entirely due to

the growth in NDA of the banking system and

registered finance companies. The main

contributory factor for the expansion in NDA

was the increase in credit extended to the

public sector and the private sector. There was an

increase in credit granted to the private sector by

the licensed specialised banks despite the

reduction in credit to the government by those

banks.

Interest rates

. Interest rates in all market segments increased

during the first nine months of 2007 refecting

the impact of tight monetary policy measures.

The weighted average interest rete et the daily

OMO repurchase auctions increased from 11.06

per cent at end 2006 to 11.80 per cent by end

September 2007. Meanwhile, the weighted

evetege rete et outright auctions reached 76.9I per

100

g End June o7
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cent inJune 2007 from 12.52 Per cent inJanuary

2007, Call money market rates remained above

the upper bound of the interest rate corridor and

indicated some volatility Laryely due to the

liquidity imbalance among commercial banks. The

weighted averege call market rate varied in the

range of 12.36-42.25 during the period and it

remained at21.25 per cent at end September. The

tax adjusted weighted avenge call money rate was

I9.L3 per cent at end September compared to

12.92 per cent at end September 2006.

Yield rates on government securities increased

substantially during the first nine months of

2OOT.Treasury bill rates at the primary auctions

increased continuously in 2007 following the

increase in other short term interest rates and high

infation expectations. Accordingly, primary

market yield rates on 91-day, L9}-dey and

364-day Treasury bills increased in the range of

435-544 basis points during the 6rst nine months

of 2007.A higher increase in yield rates on

government securities was seen in the Treasury

bond market as well. The secondary market yield

curve on government securities has shifted

upward with an inverted shape mainly due to

higher yield rates for short term maturities

refectingthe preference of the market for short

term securities.

fnterest rates on deposits increased during

2OO7 attracting depositors while lending rates

also increased substantially making borrowings

more costly. The Average Weighted Deposit Rate

(AWDR) increase d to 9.65 per cent by end

September from 6.89 per cent at end 2006 while

the Average Weighted Fixed Deposit Rate

(A\VFDR) increasedto 14.53 per cent from

10.40 per cent during the same period. The

Average Weighted Prime Lending Rate (AWPR)

showed some volatility following other money

market rates, particularly call, money market rates.

The interest spread as measured by the difference

between AWPR and AWDR increased by end

Septemb er 2007 due to the increase in lending

rates exceedingthe increase in deposit rates.

Interest rates on US dollar denominated savings

deposits increased from 0.20-4.25 per cent at end

2006 to 0.20-5.57 per cent by end August 2007,

while US dollar denominated time deposit rates

increased from 2.00-5.50 per cent at end 2006 to

2.00-5.75 per cent at end August 2007.

Monetary Policy in Partner Gountries

o Several major trading partner countries

continued with monetary tightening in response

to rising infationary pressures. Sustained

demand pressures due to strong economic growth

during the last few years and rebound in interna-

tional oil prices since early 2007 due to increased

geopolitical tension have raised concerns over

attaining lower infation levels by end 2007.

Hence, several central banks raised their key
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policy rates in 2007 as well in view of containing

inflation and infation expectations. Most of the

advanced econo mies includin g Canada, European

LJnion, United Kingdom andJapan raised policy

interest rates during 2007. However, the US

Federal Reserve Bank has reduced the key policy

rate by 50 basis points in September in order to

mitigate the adverse effects on the economy that

could otherwise arise from the disruptions in

financial markets and to promote a moderate

growth over time.In emerging and regional

economies, a mixed behavior has been observed in

terms of central bank policy actions. Indonesia has

reduced policy rates in view of declining infation

as a result of the tight monetary policy measures

adopted.

Prospects for 2OO8

The mon etery targets for 2008 will be determined

based on the necessity for preventing a build up of

demand pull infationary pressures without

interrupting the continued growth momentum of

the economy. These targets would be based on

the expected real GDP growth of 7.0 - 7.5 per

cent and GDP defator of around 9.0 per cent. As

the inflation is expected to be high even in2008,

continuation of a tight monetary policy stance

would be required to contain infladonary

Pressures.
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